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The October meeting of the Wilkinsburg Historical Society will be held on Monday, October
18, 1999 at 7:30 p.m. in the Wesley Room of the South Avenue Methodist Church. Our speaker for
this month will be Nevin Rodes who will talk to us about the History of Edgewood Borough. Plan to
attend and learn about our neighboring community. As always guests are most welcome.

The following pictures and information is taken from "Pittsburgh's Landmark Architecture:
The Historie buildings of Pittsburgh and Allegheny County" a book published in 1997 by the
Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation and authored by Walter C. Kidney. There is a small
section in the book devoted to Edgewood, and yes, you'll find Wilkinsburg among its pages.
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Edgewood

The Borough of Edgewood came formally into existence in 1888, but Pennsylvania Railroad
trains had been stopping there since 1864. An early image of the place as a desirable location for
homes was cultivated with increasing deliberation toward the end of the nineteenth century. Industry
was not exactly excluded - indeed, the Union Switch & Signal Company, with the notable exception of
the worker's entrance, was within Borough limits - but this was seen as a place for the decorous
spending of wealth, not its acquisition.
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This Ttalianate house, almost a bungalow in its
basic form, is one of the oldest houses in Edgewood
and the most imaginative. The house is plain in its
essential construction, with a doorway and window
trim that are still Greek Revival; it is likely that the
cupola, the monitor-like construction on the rear wing,
the porch, and the ornamentation that put it out of the
ordinary were added tot he original structure. The
simple house thus took on the air of an elegant villa,
using Victorian Italianate features just as the Abishai
Way house in Edgeworth, basically similar, had made
use of a temple-fronted porch to attain the same
purpose in Federal-style terms.
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This calm, low-set, simple but refined work is
unusual for Pittsburgh but echoes contemporary
trends elsewhere. The stucco, the hipped tile
roofs, and the pergola suggest the simplest sort
of country-house architecture then being built
in California. One the other hand, pergolas
were popular through- .
out the United States
as alternatives to the
old-fashiooed front
porch, offering shade
with vines without
greatly darkening the
rooms behind. Such
thick piers were to be
found supporting both pergolas and porches in
the Philadelphia area, for example.

The Edgewood Club of 1903 expressed the
'Edgewood Idea" of amenity and decency in
concrete lenns. It was founded to enable the
young to socialize under the supervision of
their elders. The library was begun with
Carnegie Foundation money and a gift of books
by a citizen at the time of the Club's decision to
build the present clubhouse.
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This is really a bold and admirable design, all
red, simple in its fonns, large in its scale. The
arches of the porch are a little too small for the
remainder of the house. but otherwise this has a
special quality.
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Around 19 I5 the Pennsylvania Railroad raised
its its main-line trackage in the Wilkinsburg
Edgewood area in order to eliminate awkward
and dangerous grade crossings. This tunnel,
close to Edgewood Station, may be a product of
the campaign, though the concrete above the
stonework and the outlying steelwork suggest a
heightening oftbe track level after the tunnel
was built.

An administration
building on 1903
with a tall portico
of eight Grecian
Ionic columns
graciously dominates
a sizeable campus.
The remainder of the
campus confonns to
no one style, though
a loose sort of neo-Georgian is often to be
found. The chapel attached to the
administration building has windows with so
called Florentine tracery, lwo round-headed
lights with a roundel above.
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Do you know about Wilkinsburg's "Missing" Time Capsule?

•
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A teach from the Pittsburgh Urban Christian School has contacted the library seeking
information about the "famous" or is it infamous(?) Wilkinsburg Time Capsule. Unfortunately the

library has been unable to fmd much information about the capsule. Can any of you help out?
If you have any recollections about the capsule, either its creation or the lawn's search for its location,

please take a few minutes to write a bit about it and send it to the library. The teacher plans
to bring her students to the Municipal Building sometime in November to learn about this

and other interesting Wilkinsburg facts. The students want to bury their own time capsule so any
information would add to their educational experience. Thanks!

Library's Centennial
Banquet

A Wonderful Evening

On Friday, September 24'" the Library
celebrated its 1Doth anniversary with a
banquet at the Holiday Inn. Many Society
members were in attendance. To those of
you who came to help celebrate the Library
extends its thanks for helping make the
evening such a success.

The company was delightful, the room
lovely, the food plentiful and the speeches
short! Throughout its existence the
Wilkinsburg Library has been blessed with
the suppart and interest afthe citizens afthe
community. The Historical Society has
always been a staunch supporter and great
friend to the library. Special thanks to Jim
Richard far his work on the Centennial
Committee and to Sylvia Lafranchi for being
such a grand Mistress of Ceremonies.
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